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Topological photonics provides a new opportunity for the examination of novel topological properties of matter, in which the
energy band theory and ideas in topology are utilized to manipulate the propagation of photons. Since the discovery of
topological insulators in condensed matter, researchers have studied similar topological effects in photonics.
Topological photonics can lead to materials that support the robust unidirectional propagation of light without back reflections. This ideal transport property is unprecedented in traditional optics and may lead to radical changes in integrated
optical devices. In this review, we present the exciting developments of topological photonics and focus on several prominent milestones of topological phases in photonics, such as topological insulators, topological semimetals, and higher-order
topological phases. We conclude with the prospect of novel topological effects and their applications in topological
photonics.
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1. Introduction
In the last two decades, artificial microstructures including
metamaterials and photonic crystals have attracted enormous
interest because they provide great possibilities for manipulating
optical waves. By judiciously modulating their structural parameters, the effective values of the permeability and permittivity
can be designed deliberately to realize novel functionalities
beyond the capability of natural materials[1–3]. Metamaterials
are three-dimensional (3D) artificial nanostructures, which can
be designed to manipulate optical waves in a specific dimension
with desirable optical functionalities, such as negative refractive
index[1], invisibility cloaks[3], and chiral media[4]. Metasurfaces
as planar metamaterials have paved the way to arbitrarily
manipulate the amplitude, polarization, phase, and frequency
of optical waves in an effective way[5–8]. They can be widely
applied in polarization conversion[9], beam deflectors[10], optical
sensors[11], metalenses[12], structural colors[13], and nonlinear
optics[14,15]. Photonic crystals as periodically arranged optical
nanostructures with photonic band structures have become a
key platform for studying optical phenomena in periodic structures. The controlling and manipulating of light in photonic
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crystals is based on the modulation of periodic potential, which
is similar to electronic systems[16,17]. The approach to control
light in periodic systems exploits photonic band structures that
stem from Bragg scattering or localized resonance[18]. The photonic band structure can be designed and tuned conveniently,
giving rise to potential applications in subwavelength imaging[19,20], wave transportation[21], and mimicking quantum
effects[22]. Topology that characterizes the quantized global
behavior of the wavefunctions on the entire band structure
has aroused great interest in photonics[23].
The idea of topological physics originated from the exciting
discovery of the integer quantum Hall effect (IQHE) in condensed-state physics. Klitzing found that two-dimensional
(2D) electron gas in a strong perpendicular magnetic field has
a quantized Hall conductance[24]. The quantization originates
from the nontrivial topology of the energy band structure, which
is characterized by the Chern number according to the theoretical work of Thouless, Kohmoto, Nightingale, and den Nijs
(TKNN)[25]. Haldane and Raghu creatively introduced the concept of topology to photonic crystals for the first time, to the best
of our knowledge, as they proposed a photonics analogue of the
quantum Hall effect in photonic crystals[26,27]. Edge states
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appear at the domain wall between materials that have different
Chern numbers and go through the topological bandgap in
momentum space according to the bulk-edge correspondence[28–30]. As the topological invariants of the system cannot
change under perturbations or deformations unless the band
gap is closed somewhere, the edge states are immune to defects
and backscattering, resulting in the robust transportation of the
edge states. Such time-reversal (T)-symmetry breaking topological gapped phases have proven useful in the design of novel optical devices[31–36]. Related design concepts of topological physics
are also realized in other periodic systems such as phononic
crystals[37,38], ultracold atomic gases[23,39,40], and classical
mechanical systems[41–43].
Previous studies of IQHE in photonics systems depended on
the magneto-optical effect in gyromagnetic materials at microwave frequencies, which limits the application of topological
edge states in the optical domain. The discovery of quantum spin
Hall effect (QSHE) in HgTe quantum wells[44–47] showed
another way to achieve topological states without applying magnetic fields. Several schemes for QSHE have been proposed in
various photonic systems, such as coupled resonator optical
waveguides[48,49], bianisotropic metamaterials[50,51], and point
group symmetry-protected photonic crystals[52,53], which have
greatly promoted the development of topological photonics.
To construct a Kramers-like degeneracy, pseudospin degrees
of freedom are introduced in photonic systems, where each
pseudospin meets an artificial magnetic field with the protection
of pseudo-T symmetry. Protected by T symmetry, the Chern
number is zero, but the Z 2 topological invariant is nonzero in
the system. A pair of topological edge states with opposite
propagation directions was observed in the topological band
gaps. This phenomenon has several possible revolutionary
applications in edge or surface optics.
Many studies have exploited the advantages in bosonic systems, including photonic and acoustic systems[54–59]. For example, the study of the photonic topological phase has also been
extended to 3D photonic semimetals, where the topological
charge can be featured by the Chern number and Z 2 topological
invariant[60]. The entire spectrum of topological materials can be
exploited because the Fermi levels are substituted with frequency
in photonic systems, which means the equi-frequency contour
of bulk and surface states in topological semimetals can be tuned
by the frequency. The easier fabrication also allows the delicate
design of the interface, edge, and corner, which greatly facilitates
the study of higher-order topological states. In addition, timedependent periodic modulation can be added to the structural
design, resulting in Floquet topological insulators (TIs)[61–64]
and topological pumping[65–67]. Moreover, photonics systems
have great advantages in the research of topological nonHermitian photonic crystals[68–70]. The non-Hermiticity is
introduced in the effective Hamiltonians when the gain and loss
of optical materials are considered. Topological invariants such
as the non-Hermitian Chern number and the vorticity of the
energy eigenvalues are defined in non-Hermitian systems. In
particular, parity-time (PT) symmetry can be established with
balanced gain and loss profiles. PT synthetic photonic lattices

have been experimentally realized using coupled fiber loops[71],
microcavities[72], and metamaterials, which can be applied in
many fields, such as unidirectional invisibility or reflection[71],
coherent perfect absorption[73,74], light–light switching[75],
and lasing[72,76]. Nonlinear optical media can also give rise to
exotic phenomena such as solitons supported in a photonic
TI[77,78], self-induced topological transitions[79,80], and strongly
correlated photon states[81–83]. In addition, a new topological
phase of atomic matter, known as Skyrmions, was realized in
optical Skyrmion lattices very recently[84,85].
In this review, we introduce two types of topological gapped
phases, IQHE and QSHE, and their realization in photonic crystals, coupled wave guides, and metamaterials. Then, we extend
the discussion to topological gapless phases, such as 3D photonic
semimetals, where the Weyl points, 3D Dirac points, and
nodal structure and their surface states are discussed. In the last
section, we introduce the recent progress in higher-order
phases that rise beyond the conventional bulk–boundary
correspondence.

2. Photonic Integer Quantum Hall Effect
With the discovery of the topological phases of matter in solidstate materials, researchers began to explore topological properties in photonic crystals. Inspired by the study of 2D electron gas
in electronic materials, the scheme of the 2D photonic IQHE was
proposed for the first time, to the best of our knowledge, by
Haldane and Raghu based on the Dirac equation[26]. For a
hexagonal-lattice photonic crystal protected by T symmetry
and parity inversion (P) symmetry, Dirac points with linear
dispersion relation could appear at highly symmetric points
in reciprocal space. The massless quasiparticle properties near
the Dirac points can be described by the effective Hamiltonian,
Hk = vx kx σ x  vy ky σ y ,

(1)

where vi are the group velocities, ki are the basis vectors in reciprocal space, and σ i are the Pauli matrices. A perpendicular magnetic field is applied to break the T symmetry and then open the
topological band gap. An additional mass term Δm σ z arises in
the Hamiltonian as T symmetry is broken. The bulk bands in
this system carry nonzero Berry curvature, and its topological
invariant is described by the first Chern number[25]:
C=

1
∯ F k · ds,
2π

(2)

where F k = ∇k × Ak is the Berry curvature, and Ak =
hukji∇k juki is the Berry connection.
Wang et al. pointed out that Dirac points are not necessary for
2D photonic IQHE. A more specific and universal scheme was
proposed in a square-lattice crystal operating at microwave
frequencies[86]. By using a photonic crystal consisting of a
gyromagnetic ferrite rod, they realized 2D photonic IQHE at
microwave frequencies for the first time[87], to the best of our
knowledge. The experiment is based on a 2D waveguide, as
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shown in Fig. 1(a), where an interface is set between the rods and
metal walls. When a uniform magnetic field is applied to break
the T symmetry, unidirectional backscattering-immune states
occur in a topological band gap. The simulated field of unidirectional topological states is shown in Fig. 1(b), which propagates
around arbitrary obstacles. Moreover, if the bandgap is achieved
by simultaneously gapping multiple degeneracies, the application of an external magnetic field will lead to a larger gap
Chern number, and the appearance of multiple unidirectional
topological edge modes in the band gap. Skirlo et al. realized
large gap Chern numbers at higher frequency bands in a 2D
ferrimagnetic photonic crystal, where the gap Chern number
would vary with the strength of the applied magnetic field[88,89].
The 3D photonic IQHE has also been proposed, which can be
viewed as an extension of the 2D case. The corresponding topological invariant of the system can be described by the first
y
Chern numbers in three directions: C1 = C x1  C1  Cz1 .
Recently, Lu et al. realized a 3D Chern photonic crystal by a
plainly modulated magnetic double gyroid (DG) in the presence
of a magnetic field[90]. The double-cell of a magnetic DG photonic crystal is designed to fold a pair of Weyl points into a 3D
Dirac point in the band structure, as shown in Figs. 1(c) and
1(d). By applying an external magnetic field to plainly modulated DG, the 3D Dirac point is lifted in Figs. 1(e) and 1(f),
resulting in the realization of topological band gaps.
As discussed above, the necessary condition for the generation of topological Chern insulators is T-symmetry breaking,

which depends on the magnetic responses in the gyromagnetic
photonic crystal. The T-symmetry breaking topological gapped
phases in gyromagnetic photonic crystals have been studied
extensively, and their unidirectional backscattering-immune
edge states are expected to have a deep impact on new optical
devices[32,91–94]. However, owing to the weak magnetic response
in optical materials and the difficulty in device integration
because of the external magnetic field, the use of topological
Chern insulators in optical devices remains a challenge.

3. Photonic Quantum Spin Hall Effect
Photonic QSHE can be realized without breaking the T symmetry, which makes it more suitable for practical applications.
In the electron system, QSHE relies on the degeneracy of conjugate pairs formed by spin-up and spin-down states under T
symmetry, known as Kramers degeneracy. Each bulk band with
spin-up or spin-down states can be described by a topological
invariant C or C− in Eq. (2). Because of the protection of T
symmetry, the Chern number C = C   C − =2 of the system
is zero, and the topological properties of the system can be
described by the spin Chern number instead of the Chern number. The spin Chern number in the system can be defined as
Cs = C − C − =2, analogous to the case of an electronic Z 2
TI. The key difference between electrons and photons is that
the former is a spin-1/2 fermion, while the latter is the spin-1

Fig. 1. (a) Experimental setup for a 2D waveguide with gyromagnetic photonic crystal geometry and metal walls. (b) Simulated propagation of chiral edge states
around obstacles on the application of a uniform magnetic field. (c) Supercell of the DG photonic crystal magnetized along z. (d) The band structure of 3D Dirac
point (blue) folding of two Weyl points (red) in the supercell. (e) The modulation of the supercell period in the z direction. (f) The band structure of the 3D Chern
crystal.
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boson, which lacks intrinsic twofold degeneracy in the spin
degree of freedom. According to Kramers theorem, the QSHE
requires that the fermionic T operator T follows T 2 = −1, while
the bosonic T operator T follows T 2 = 1. In order to eliminate
the influence of bosons and realize QSHE, pseudospin degrees of
freedom and pseudo-T symmetry T 2 = −1 were introduced into
the photonic system to construct Kramers-like degeneracy. For
spinless cases lacking Kramers degeneracy, such as photonics,
acoustics, and mechanics, a pair of conjugate states corresponding to pseudospin-up and pseudospin-down can be constructed.
Degeneracy similar to Kramers’ degeneracy can exist under the
protection of certain artificial gauge symmetries.
Several schemes have been introduced for realizing the photonic QSHE. Khanikaev et al. proposed a theoretical method by
using the degrees of freedom of the TE and TM polarization of
light[51]. In a metacrystal comprising a hexagonal lattice of spindegenerate metamaterials, two pseudospin states TE  TM and
TE−TM are constructed, and the Kramers-like degeneracy is
closed and reopened by controlling the electromagnetic coupling, resulting in the realization of 2D photonic QSHE. The
study shows that the interfaces of the metacrystals support
spin-polarized unidirectional edge states, which makes it possible to obtain one-way propagation of photons without the
application of an external magnetic field or the breaking of T
symmetry. However, owing to the different responses of natural
materials to the electric- and magnetic-field components, it is
difficult to realize the strict condition in which the electric permittivity tensor should be equal to the magnetic permeability
tensor in the experiment. He et al. constructed a pair of pseudospin states by left circular polarization (LCP) and right circular
polarization (RCP) in a 2D photonic TI with a piezoelectric and
piezomagnetic superlattice[52]. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the
LCP and RCP photonic states on the Poincaré sphere and the
2D square-lattice Tellegen photonic crystal, respectively. In
the system, Tellegen magneto-electric coupling was used as
the photonic pseudospin-orbit interaction for LCP and RCP
states, which breaks the bosonic T symmetry. Meanwhile, the
LCP and RCP states give rise to an artificial fermionic pseudospin T symmetry. The Kramers-like degeneracy is open or closed
at the M point of the Brillouin zone with (solid line) or without
(dashed line) the pseudospin-orbit coupling effect, as shown in
Fig. 2(c). With the pseudospin-orbit coupling effect, the projected band structure in Fig. 2(d) shows that a pair of oneway pseudospin-dependent edge states corresponding to the
LCP (green line) and RCP (red line) still exists with the breaking
of bosonic T symmetry. This finding shows that the necessary
condition for the QSHE is the protection of an artificial fermionic-like pseudo-T symmetry in this system, which paves a
new path to understand the mechanism of novel topological
phenomena. QSHE with the pseudospin states of TE  TM
and TE−TM was observed in bianisotropic photonic crystals[53].
A new scheme for 2D photonic QSHE is achieved by the lattice symmetry proposed by Wu and Hu[95]. A pair of photonic
pseudospins was formed by hybridizing the degenerate Bloch
modes in a 2D honeycomb photonic crystal with C 6 rotational

symmetry[96]. The 2D photonic crystal is composed of six cylinders of dielectric material, as shown in Fig. 2(e). Based on the
band-folding mechanism, the Dirac cones at the K and K 0 points
in the first Brillouin zone of the graphene lattice are folded to
doubly degenerate Dirac cones at the Γ point. Stretching or compressing the interstitial region among artificial atoms, the doubly
degenerate Dirac cone is lifted into a trivial or nontrivial
bandgap, resulting in band inversion between the p and d
bands and the topological transition in the system, as shown in
Fig. 2(f). A pair of topologically protected pseudospindependent helical edge states occurs at the interface between
the nontrivial [right in Fig. 2(f)] and trivial photonic crystals [left
in Fig. 2(f)]. Moreover, the idea based on lattice symmetry has
also been applied to the quantum valley Hall effect[97,98]. The
valley degree of freedom arises from the C3 point group symmetry, where inequivalent valley occurs at the corners of hexagonal Brillouin zone. Valley-selective net spin flow is realized
inside the bulk of the valley photonic crystal. Robust transmission and valley-dependent edge states can occur at the domain
wall between two photonic crystals that have opposite valley
Chern numbers. Compared with other proposals, this simple
design, backed up by symmetry consideration, is easier to
realize in experiments and has influenced the topological physics
and related materials in a wide variety of systems, such as
phonon systems[99], metasurfaces[100], and photonic quantum
domains[101].
Another scheme was proposed in the coupled-ring resonator
system by Hafezi et al.[48,49]. By controlling the light path traveling clockwise and counterclockwise along the ring resonator, a
degenerate pair of clockwise and counterclockwise pseudospin
states is constructed in the system. Meanwhile, the clockwise
or counterclockwise roundtrip of light in lattice units gives rise
to opposite effective gauge potentials. In this way, an effective
magnetic field for photons is synthesized in this non-magnetic
system. The scheme is realized based on a 2D silicon photonic
platform, as shown in Fig. 2(g). In the experiment, the one-way
topological-protected edge states are excited, as shown in
Fig. 2(h). The trajectory of the edge states is clockwise or anticlockwise, depending on the frequency.
Inspired by the schemes for 2D photonic QSHE, 3D QSHE
was also recently realized. Slobozhanyuk et al. proposed a theoretical 3D topological photonic metacrystal based on the concept of weak 3D TIs for the first time[102], to the best of our
knowledge. Starting from a 3D Dirac point, the Dirac points
are lifted by modulating a doubly anisotropic metamaterial,
resulting in the occurrence of one-way topologically protected
interface states. Yang et al. experimentally realized a 3D photonic TI at microwave frequencies[103]. The unit cell consists
of connected split-ring resonators (SRRs) with strong magneto-electric coupling in a triangular lattice. The composite
material behaves like a weak TI, which has an even number
of surface Dirac cones. The experimental sample of the 3D photonic TI and the corresponding experimental setup are shown in
Figs. 2(i) and 2(j), respectively. The domain wall is constructed
by the down-oriented and up-oriented SRRs in the left and right
sides of the domain, where topologically protected surface states
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Fig. 2. (a) Polarization on the Poincaré sphere left circular polarization (LCP) (down) and right circular polarization (RCP) (up). (b) Schematic of a quasi-2D
superlattice photonic crystal with alternating perfect electric/perfect magnetic layers along the z direction. (c) The band structure of the unit cell without
(dotted lines) and with pseudospin coupling effect (solid lines). (d) The projected band structure whose gapless helical edge states for LCP (green line)
and RCP states (red line) occur in the topological band gap. (e) Schematic of 2D dielectric photonic crystal of honeycomb lattice. (f) The band structure of
the 2D photonic crystals with the lattice constant a0/R = 3.125 (left), a0/R = 3 (middle), and a0/R = 2.9 (right). (g) Schematic of 2D silicon photonic platform
with link resonators and site resonators (left) and the corresponding experimental setup diagram (right). (h) Schematic of edge states in experiment (left) and
simulation (right) at different excited frequencies. (i) Schematic of 3D photonic topological insulator. (j) Experimental setup composed of two 3D photonic crystals,
source, and probe. (k) Measured surface-state (red line) and bulk-state (green line) transmission. (l) Experimental observation (left) and calculated result (right)
of Dirac-like topological surface states of the 3D photonic topological insulator.

exist. The transmittance (red line) remains high throughout the
frequency range in Fig. 2(k), which indicates the existence of
topologically protected surface states. The corresponding gapless conical Dirac-like topological surface states of the 3D photonic TI are also observed in Fig. 2(l). There is also a scheme in
which the bosonic topological band structure is achieved by
applying alternating magnetization to lift the 3D Dirac points
discovered in the bulk of photonic crystals [104]. This 3D topological photonic crystal is a strong TI that hosts only a single surface Dirac cone.

4. Topological Semimetals
Topological semimetals have attracted much attention recently
as a new type of topological gapless phase, which possess topologically protected surface states and novel topological transport
phenomena[105–107]. Several types of topological semimetal band
structures such as Weyl points[108], Dirac points[109], and nodal
lines[110] have been successfully realized in photonic crystals.
As a 3D extension of the 2D Dirac cone, the Weyl point opens
the door to the study of the 3D topological phase. Derived from
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the massless solution to the Weyl Hamiltonian Hk=
vx kx σ x  vy ky σ y  vz kz σ z , where vi , ki , and σ i are the group
velocities, momenta, and Pauli matrices, respectively, the
Weyl point is the single degenerate point of two linear dispersion
bands in the 3D momentum space[105,111]. Similar to magnetic
monopoles, Weyl points that occur in pairs are topological
monopoles of Berry flux carrying a nonzero Chern number of
±1. The surface waves, called the Fermi arc on Weyl semimetals,
connect the projections of a pair of Weyl points with opposite
charges on the surface and form unclosed equi-frequency
dispersion curves. Lu et al. proposed a scheme for realizing both
line nodes and Weyl points by using germanium or high-index
glass in DG photonic crystals at infrared wavelengths for the first
time[112], to the best of our knowledge. The Weyl points were
realized by applying perturbations, breaking either T symmetry
or P symmetry in the DG photonic crystals. The study showed
that at least two pairs of Weyl points appear with only P-symmetry breaking, with at least one pair of Weyl points appearing
with only T-symmetry breaking. The nontrivial Chern number
of Weyl points can be revealed not only by the surface states, but
also by the scattering matrix whose topology is equivalent to the
Hamiltonian. Cheng et al. demonstrated a helical phase distribution in the angle (momentum)-resolved scattering matrix
of electromagnetic waves in a photonic Weyl metamaterial[113].
Figure 3(b) shows the Weyl metamaterial composed of a metallic saddle-shaped connective coil. Four ideal Weyl points, whose
frequencies are equal in the Brillouin zone in Fig. 3(d), hold two
pairs of opposite Chern numbers distributed in the Brillouin
zone, as shown in Fig. 3(c). The microwave reflection setup
for the measurement of the angle-resolved reflection phase is
shown in Fig. 3(e). By measuring the reflection phases for different incident azimuth angles θ, the winding phases of 2π for TE
and TM eigenstates indicate that the scattering matrix carries
nonzero topological invariants, as shown in Fig. 3(f). Owing
to vortex reflections around the Weyl point, the Weyl metamaterial can act as a vortical mirror, where an incident Gaussian
beam with spin angular momentum will be reflected with opposite spin angular momentum and an extra orbital angular
momentum. The helical phase distribution further leads to spiraling Fermi arcs in an air gap sandwiched between the Weyl
metamaterial and a metal plate, as shown in Fig. 3(g). The corresponding spiraling Fermi arcs at 13.3 GHz are simulated
(below) and observed (above) in Fig. 3(h). The alignment-free
feature of angular vortical reflection may establish a new way
to manipulate optical angular momenta.
As the most basic model of topological semimetals, a series of
novel topological phenomena are found in Weyl semimetals,
which may provide new opportunities for unconventional control of wave propagation in photonic systems. Weyl points have
also been extensively studied in many other optical systems,
such as magnetized plasmas[114], photonic crystal superlattices[115], and chiral metamaterials[116,117]. In addition to the
aforementioned type-I Weyl point, which has a point-like
Fermi surface, there is another type of Weyl point named the
type-II Weyl point, which hosts a strongly tilted dispersion

and possesses a conical Fermi surface. The existence of a
type-II Weyl point has been proven in various systems such
as optical[118,119] and acoustic systems[58]; although it is impossible in high-energy physics because it violates the stringent
Lorentz symmetry.
Hosting a fourfold linear dispersion in 3D momentum
space, the 3D Dirac point represents the degeneracy of paired
Weyl points with opposite chiralities. Guo et al. theoretically
demonstrated a scheme for photonic Dirac points in a medium
with homogeneous effective electromagnetic properties[120].
Recently, they observed 3D photonic Dirac points and corresponding spin-polarized surface arcs in the microwave region
with a photonic metamaterial[121]. Figures 3(i) and 3(j) show
the unit cell with double-layer metallic helical elements and
the sample configuration for the experimental measurement,
respectively. Tuning the structural parameters of the unit cell
leads to two Dirac points of accidental degeneracy located on the
kz axis. The simulated band structure is shown in Fig. 3(k). The
mapped band projection along the ky direction clearly shows the
existence of Dirac points experimentally, as shown in Fig. 3(l).
When the source antenna excites the surface waves at the edge of
the top surface at the Dirac point frequency, the Fermi arcs can
be clearly observed at frequencies of 7.92 GHz, as shown in
Fig. 3(m). In addition, some other types of degeneracy, such
as node ring[122,123], node chain[124], and node link[125], have
also been discovered in photonics.

5. Higher-Order Topological Photonic Crystals
The first-order d-dimensional topological photonic crystals
have only (d − 1)-dimensional topological edge/surface states.
In contrast, higher-order d-dimensional topological photonic
crystals can host topological corner states or hinge states in
dimension d − 2 or lower. The arising higher-order states go
beyond the conventional bulk–boundary correspondence. In
some crystalline higher-order TIs (HOTIs), the topological corner and hinge states can arise from the nontrivial bulk invariant.
The nature of higher-order topological phases has been
revealed through the Berry phase framework accounting for
dipole and higher electric multipole moments[126]. This theory
has also been used to characterize the Bloch bands of bosonic
systems such as the photonic[127] or phononic crystals[128].
The simplest realizations of 2D photonic HOTIs are based on
the 2D Su–Schrieffer–Heeger (SSH) model. The emergence of
corner states is rooted in the topological polarization (dipole
moment), which characterizes the displacement of the average
position of the Wannier center from the center of the unit
cell[129]. Bulk polarization in 2D photonic crystals is defined as
Pi = −

1
2π2

Z
BZ

d2 kTrAi , i = 1, 2.

(3)

Here, Ai k = ihψ m kj∂ki jψ n ki is the Berry connection, m
and n denote the eigenstates of the mth and nth bands,
and i denotes the direction of reciprocal-lattice vectors.
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Fig. 3. (a) Schematic of the vortical mirror in Weyl metamaterial. (b) The Weyl metamaterial composed of the metallic saddle-shaped structure. (c) The distribution of ideal Weyl points in Brillouin zone. (d) The overlapped band structures of S1 and S2 planes showing ideal Weyl points. (e) Schematic of the reflection
measurement setup in microwave. (f) Reflection phases of the Weyl metamaterial. (g) Schematic of spiraling Fermi arcs. (h) Simulation and experiment of the
spiraling Fermi arc at 13.3 GHz. (i) Schematic of 3D photonic Dirac metamaterial. (j) Sample configuration for the experimental measurement. (k) The full wave
simulation of 3D photonic Dirac point. (l) Experiment (right) and simulation (left) results of 3D photonic Dirac points along the ky direction. (m) Experiment (right)
and simulation (left) results of surface-state arcs at the frequency of Dirac point.

A second-order topological photonic insulator with a breathing
kagome lattice is shown in Fig. 4(a)[130]. The expanded unit cell
has a larger inter-cell coupling than the intra-cell coupling and a
bulk polarization of (1/3, 1/3) relative to the shrunken unit cell.
The non-vanishing bulk polarization shifts the Wannier center
to the boundary. When the boundary separates the charge associated with the Wannier center, dangling edge/corner states
emerge at the boundary. Figure 4(b) shows the energy spectrum
in trivial and topological regimes, which is verified by the experimentally measured density of states in Fig. 4(c). Figure 4(d)

shows the corner states at the interface between the expanded
and shrunken domains. A special new class of higher-order
topological corner states is found in the photonic crystal, when
far-field interactions among non-neighboring unit cells are
inevitable[130]. Based on the same principle, the corner states
of light are also realized in photonic coupled waveguides with
breathing kagome lattices[131]. In addition to the kagome lattices
with C 3 symmetry, the nontrivial bulk polarization (1/2, 1/2)
and corner states can also appear in the expanded C4 symmetric
lattice[132–134].
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The quadrupole moment can contribute to more robust topological corner states than the nontrivial bulk polarization[127,135].
Figure 4(e) shows a 2D lattice of the nanophotonic silicon-ring
resonator. The magnitude of the coupling between the lattice
sites was controlled by adjusting the gap between the site-ring

and the link-ring waveguides. The inter-cell coupling is stronger
than the intra-cell coupling, resulting in nontrivial dipole polarization. The effective hopping phase φ = π is induced by vertically shifting the link ring. This results in a net gauge flux π
threading the unit cell. The system obtains a nontrivial

Fig. 4. (a) Schematic of the photonic crystal with kagome lattice. (b) Energy spectrum in trivial and topological regimes. (c) Experimentally measured density of
states. (d) Field profile of topological corner states (type I and type II) and edge state. (e) Schematic of the photonic quadrupole topological system. (f) Schematic
of the 2D lattice with quadrupole moment. The waveguide couplers are located at the four corners. (g) Energy spectrum with four degenerate corner states in the
bandgap. (h) Measured power absorption spectrum at the corners. (i) Spatial intensity profiles showing localized corner modes.
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quadrupole moment, which contributes to the robustness of corner states against disorder. The system in Fig. 4(f) has four corner states in the bandgap. The energy spectrum and absorption
spectrum of the corner states are shown in Figs. 4(g) and 4(h),
respectively. The corner states show a highly localized spatial
intensity profile in Fig. 4(i). In contrast, corner states in a lattice
with no quadruple moment will significantly couple to the bulk
modes. Based on couple cavities, the research of higher-order
states can further extend to non-Hermitian systems, where
the corner modes can be localized only at one corner[136,137].
Quadruple photonic crystals without dipole polarization can
be achieved using gyromagnetic materials[138]. Future studies
may be carried out in 3D topological photonics to realize topological hinge states and corner states[139–141].
Highly localized topological corner states have inspired the
design of high-Q devices[142]. For example, a low-threshold
topological nano-laser with a high spontaneous emission coupling factor has been developed based on second-order corner
states[143]. The topological nature can also trap information at
the corners, which may inspire the design of photonic devices
for information storage and processing[144].

6. Conclusion
Topological-protected wave manipulation has numerous novel
applications and can result in robust optical devices, which
indicates a bright future for real applications in topological
photonics. The most straightforward applications exploit the
topologically protected unidirectional edge states as robust optical delay lines or isolators. The topological phenomenon can be
used in the development of lasers, amplifiers, and light sources to
improve their performance. The robust transport of photons
also boosts the development of photonic topological quantum
information processing and quantum computing. Although
the practical application of topological photonic devices is still
a challenge, especially in the optical frequency regime, topological photonics has greatly advanced fundamental physics and
light technology.
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